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ABSTRACT 
This paper studies the partitions on which a function (p - AXII) c EN, E & - 
AXN,) reaches a minimum when /J is a suhmodular function and A takes values 
between --oo and m. For a given value of A such partitions form a lattice which 
contains more than one element only for a finite set of “critical values” of A. The 
collection of all such partitions for all values of A forms a lattice, which we call the 
principal lattice of partitions of CL. This development has strong parallels with that of 
the principal partition of CL. We present efficient algorithms for the construction of 
this lattice for a general submodular function. We also bring out its applications to 
“electrical network analysis by decomposition” and present more efficient algorithms 
for the cases relevant to such analysis. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The results described in this paper arise in an attempt to answer the 
following questions in electrical network theory. 
PROBLEM 1.1. Let G be a graph on S. For a partition II on S we define 
F(H) = c r(G.&) and c(II)= c v(GXSi). 
si E n si E II 
The number ?(II>- r(G), [c(II)- v(G)] can be shown to be the minimum 
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number of current [voltage] variables which have to be set to zero to 
decouple the current and voltage variables in different Si. 
Are there easy to find partitions for which these numbers are low? (If we 
find partitions for which these numbers are low, they can be used in a 
technique of network analysis by decomposition: see Section 5 and also 
Reference [ 123.) 
This problem is tractable because we do not insist that the blocks be of 
approximately equal size. The good partitions turn out to be those that figure 
in the principal lattice of partitions of r and V. 
PROBLEM 1.2. Let the electrical network be specified in terms of its 
subnetworks. 
In this situation we have an electrical network with graph G on S and a 
specified partition II of S, which corresponds to the connected subnetworks 
G. Si of G. The problem is to find the minimum number of node pair 
voltages and current variables which when set equal to zero would result in 
the destruction of all circuits in the graph containing edges from more than 
one Si. In Section 5 we show that this problem reduces to that of detecting 
“good” partitions n of the set of vertices of the graph. The blocks of II have 
to be reduced to single supemodes by fusing node pairs (after which 
appropriate current variables have to be set equal to zero). The good 
partitions turn out to be members of the Dilworth truncation lattice of 
f(e)-2, where f(N) is th e number of subnetworks incident on the set of 
vertices N. 
While the above two problems admit of efficient solutions, it turns out 
that the techniques used are essentially valid also for constructing the 
principal lattice of partitions of general submodular functions-the efficiency 
of the algorithm depends on that of the algorithm for minimizing submodular 
functions. 
We therefore begin by describing the properties of the principal lattice of 
partitions of a general submodular function and later specialize these ideas to 
the abovementioned functions r(e), f( *>, etc. In order to bring out this 
parallel clearly we briefly describe the principal partition of a submodular 
function. [4-7, 10, 11, 14-171. 
We are given a submodular function p :2’ + R together with the modu- 
lar function I*I:2’ + R. The problem is to minimize (p - hl.I)(X) = k(X)- 
AIX(, A E R. It can be shown that 
(1) there is a unique maximal set Xy and a unique minimal set X,, at 
which p - A[ * I reaches a minimum, 
(2) the sets X, at which p - Al. ( reaches a minimum form a lattice, 
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(3) if A, >, Aa, it can be shown that Xh”, c XA2,,, and 
(4) since we are dealing with finite sets, there are only a finite set of 
values of A (which we may call critical values) at which XT changes when A 
ranges from --03 to +a. 
A similar situation prevails for the principal lattice of partitions of a 
submodular function CL. We can define a function jZ on partitions of S with 
iI = C, E n/~(x). It can be shown that 
(1) there is a unique maximal partition lly and a unique minimal 
partition 11,, at which /.L - A reaches a minimum, 
(2) the partitions nh at which /_L - A reaches a minimum form a lattice, 
(3) if A, 2 A, then II:, < II, m, and 
(4) since we are dealing wi t!l f mite sets, there are only a finite set of 
values of A (which we may call critical values) at which IIT changes when A 
ranges from --00 to +a. 
If one works with supermodular functions, the above description goes 
through unchanged except that we look for partitions that maximize p + A 
(instead of minimize p - A) 
The outline of the paper is as follows: 
Section 2 is on preliminaries. 
Section 3 describes the principal lattice of partitions of a submodular 
function. 
Section 4 presents efficient algorithms for constructing the principal 
lattice of partitions. 
Section 5 presents the applications of the notion of principal lattice of 
partitions to electrical network analysis by decomposition. It is shown that 
the problem of constructing the principal lattice of partitions corresponding 
to the rank function of a graph, and that of determining the hybrid rank of a 
graph relative to a partition of its edges (such that the blocks correspond to 
connected subgraphs), are both related to the problem of constructing the 
principal lattice of partitions of incidence functions associated with appropri- 
ate bipartite graphs. 
Section 6 uses flow techniques to efficiently specialize the algorithms of 
Section 4 to the case of the incidence function of a bipartite graph. 
Section 7 brings out the fact that, in general, the principal partition and 
principal lattice of partitions contain independent pieces of information about 
a submodular function. However, it is shown that the principal partition of a 
graph can be obtained in terms of the principal lattice of partitions of the 
incidence function of a bipartite graph. 
Section 8 is on conclusions. 
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2. PRELIMINARIES 
The containment (proper containment) of sets is denoted G (5 1. A 
partition II of a set of S is a set of nonvoid disjoint subsets of S whose union 
is S. Thus if lI = (N,, . . . , A$}, we say Ni E II. We refer to Ni as the blocks of 
II. A partition of S is denoted IN,, . . . , iV,_, II,<S - LJ ;=,I$)} if it has as blocks 
N i,. . . , N,. and the remaining elements as singletons. Il, denotes a partition 
whose blocks are all singletons. The partition of S whose only nonsingleton 
block is N is denoted IIN. The collection of all partitions of S is denoted 9s. 
We define a partial order 2 on 9s be defining Il, >/ Il, iff each block of 
Il, is contained in some block of II,. The least (greatest) element of ps 
above (below) Il, and lI, in the partial order is denoted Il, V TI, (TI 1 A II,). 
If II,,II, are the partitions of S such that II, >, II,, then II, /Il, is the 
partition of II, where Ni E Il i / II, iff the union of blocks of II2 which are 
members of Ni is a block of II,. If II, is a partition of S and RI, is a 
partition of II,, then iiI,e II, is the partition of S in which each block is the 
union of blocks of Il, which belong to a particular block of n2. 
Let S be a finite set, and let f<* ) b e a real valued function on the subsets 
of S. Then the partition associate f( *> of f( * > is defined on partitions of S by 
fOl> = x x.&(X).‘Jhe fu nc ion f/II is defined on subsets of Il and is t 
defined by <f/ II) = C,,,s{ f(Nj). The upper [lower] Dihorth trunca- 
tion [9] of f denoted f *[ f *I and is defined on subsets of S by f*(X)= 
maxnE54yCNIEnf(Nj) [f*(x>=min,,~~C,,.f(Nj)l. 
f is said to be a submod&r [ supermodular] function iff for all X, Y c S 
By f - A, where A is a constant, we mean the function defined by (f - 
AXX)=ff(X)-A. 
We assume familiarity with notions related to a graph G = (V, S) (where 
V is the set of vertices and S the set of edges of G) such as fmest, coforest, 
circuits, cutset, rank, and nullity. The rank and nullity of a graph G are 
denoted r(G), v(G) respectively. Let G be a graph on S, and let 2’ c S. 
Then G. T is the subgraph of G with set of edges T and set of vertices the 
endpoints of edges in I’. We write r(T) for r(G .T). In the case of a matroid 
M on S, r(T) [ = r(M*T)] denotes the cardinality of a maximal independent 
set of M contained in T. G X T is the graph obtained from G by fusing 
endpoints of edges of S - T and then deleting them. A hypergraph H is a 
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pair (V, ~5’) where V is a finite set and & is a family of nonvoid subsets of V. 
V is called the set of vertices of H, and 6, the set of edges of H. 
Two incidence functions can be associated with a graph G = (V, S): 
I’,(X), which is the number of vertices which are endpoints of the set of 
edges X c S, and I’,(N), which is th e number of edges incident on the set of 
nodes N C_ V. Incidence functions can be similarly defined for hypergraphs. 
One might alternatively speak of the incidence function I = I, of a bipartite 
graph (V,UVv,,S)( w h ere the vertex set partition into Vi and V, is specified 
and no edge in S has both endpoints in either Vi or V,). Observe that when 
there are no parallel edges of N c V,, T(N) is the cardinality of the set of all 
vertices in V, which are adjacent to vertices in N. Since we can naturally 
associate a bipartite graph on V u S with a graph G = (V, S) (with an edge 
between vertex u and vertex e iff e is incident on u in G) and similarly with 
a hypergraph H, r can represent the incidence functions of graphs and 
hypergraphs. 
We define the functions R( . ) and L( .) on the collections of subsets of 
V,, V, respectively of a bipartite graph (V, CJ V,, S) as follows: 
R(N) = set of vertices in V, adjacent to some vertex in N, and 
L(M) = set of vertices in Vi adjacent to some vertex in M. 
We have used some elementary ideas of tlow networks [2, 81. A flow 
network is a directed graph G with a source s, a sink t, and a real capacity 
function c( . ) on the set of edges, satisfying 0 < c(e). All edges incident at 
the source (sink) are directed away from (towards) the source (sink). A flow 
i( * ) in the network is an assignment of real numbers to the arcs of the 
network which satisfies the Kirchhoff current equations of the graph (follow- 
ing the usual conventions in network theory) except at the source and sink 
nodes, where there can be respectively a net outward and inward flow. This 
net flow outward from the source (equivalently, towards the sink) is called 
the value of the flow. A tlow i( .) is feasible if 0 < i(e) Q c(e) for every edge 
in the graph. A cut in the flow network is an ordered pair of sets of nodes 
(N, V(G)- N) where the source and sink vertices belong respectively to 
N, V(G) - N. The arcs of the cut are edges which have one end in N and the 
other in V(G)- N. The forward (backward) arcs of the cut have their tail 
(head) in N and head (tail) in V(G)- N. The capacity of a cut is the sum of 
the capacities of its forward arcs. A mincut is a cut of minimum capacity. 
We state the following well-known result without proof: 
THEOREM 2.1 [2]. The maximum value of a feasible flow is equal to the 
capacity of a mincut. 
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3. PRINCIPAL LATI’ICE OF PARTITIONS 
OF A SUBMODULAR FUNCTION 
In this section we study the partition associate of a given submodular 
function p and show that the partitions on which it reaches a minimum form 
a lattice (called the Dilworth truncation lattice). We also discuss the relation 
between such lattices associated with p - A, where A varies from - a~ to 
+CQ. These lattices together form the principal lattice of partitions of I_L. 
Henceforth we confine ourselves to submodular functions, since the 
treatment for supermodular functions is essentially the same. We begin with 
a simple lemma that needs no proof. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let f be a function d.efined on the subsets of S. Let KI E 9, 
such that f’<II> = f* (S). Th en if N is a block of IJ, we have f(N)< 
c MIEnf(Mil where fi is a partition of N. Further, if lI is a minimal 
partition such that f(n) = f*(S), then the inequality is strict. 
The next theorem and its corollary are basic to the developments in this 
section. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let M,, . . . , M,, N be subsets of S such that Mi I? Mj =0, 
i z j. L.et p be a submodular function on the subsets of S. Then 
Proof. The result is trivially true for r = 1. Suppose it to be true for 
r - 1. Then 
$, IL(M~) + P(N) = k PL(Mi) + P(N) + P(Ml) 
i=l i-2 
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But since M, n Mj =0, i # j, it follows that 
(NUM,)nM,=NnMi, i=2 ,...,r. 
The result is now immediate. n 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let N ES. Let Ifhr be the partition (N, II,(S - N)), and 
let II be any partition of S. A real function p on subsets of S is submodular iff 
jm)+ jm,) > jm v II,)+ jm A n,>. 
Proof. “Only if”: Let p be a submodular function. Let M, be the blocks 
of fI. We observe that 
Fi(n)+FL(nN)= C PC”i) 
M,nN=O 
F;(nvn~)+Ti(nAn~)= C P(Mi)+ C Il(UMi) 
M,nN=0 M,nN#0 
The result now follows from Theorem 3.2 when we observe that 
U MizN. 
M,nN#0 
“R”: Conversely, let p satisfy the inequality in the statement of the 
corollary. Replacing fI by say ffr, it is immediate from the definition of jIi 
that &‘I+ p(N) > I.L(N U T)+ I.L(N n T). n 
REMARK 3.4. This result is not true for two arbitrary partitions fI,, fI,. 
Consider for example the modular function p.(X) = 1, X ~{1,2,3,4). Let 
II, = ((1,2), (3,4)), II, = ((1,3), (2,4)). Then II, V II2 = (1,2,3,4) and II, A 
II, =((l), (Z), (3), (4)). We then see that 
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THEOREM 3.5. Let p be a submodular function on the subset of S. Let 
II,,II, be partitions at which ji reaches its minimum. Then p reaches a 
minimum at II, V K12 and KI, A II,. 
Proof. 
(1) jZ reaches a minimum at lI, V KI,. Let N, be a block of II,. By 
Corollary 3.3, 
By Lemma 3.1, jZ(II,,) < E(II, A IIN,). Hence jZ(II,> > jZ(II, V II,,). Hence 
ii reaches a minimum also at II, V n,. Repeating the argument with 
II, V n,,V ... V nN, and IIN,+, for j = 1 to r - 1 (where r is the num- 
ber of blocks of II,), ‘we have the required result. 
(2) jZ reaches a minimum at KI 1 A II 2. Let N, be a block of II,. By the 
argument used above, 
F@l” Qf> = xnl). 
But using this in the inequality (3.1) and using Lemma 3.1, we see that 
jX(II,> = $Il, A II,). Let II, have r blocks. Then by definition of IINt, we 
have 
cL(n2)= iiS((r-1) C CL(ei) 
i=l e, E s 
and 
so r-L(&) = F(n, A n,). n 
The next lemma is needed to establish the relation between minimum 
partitions corresponding to different p - hi as hi varies from -a, to CQ. Its 
form is suggested by a result in Reference [6]. 
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LEMMA 3.6. ikt N c S, and let p be a submodular function on the 
subsets of S. Let II be any partition of S. Then 
-(A, - A,)(tII A nhil- I&l>. 
Proof. We have, by the definition of k - hi, 
By Corollary 3.3, the r.h.s. is 
g(~)()(n)+(~-A,)(n,)+(A,-A,)(lnAn,l) 
< (~)()(n) + (x-_( n,) + (A, - A,)(ln A nivl- Ibl). 
Hence 
(P---&W+(P--hz)(%) 
a (s)o(n A fl,) +( CL - A, )<n A n,v> 
-(A, - A,)(ln A n,yl- l&l). w 
THEOREM 3.7. Let p be a submodular function on the subsets of S. Let 
Hi (i = 1,2) be the partition at which I_L - Ai (i = 1,2) reaches a minimum. lf 
A1 <A,, then II, < II,. 
Proof. Let N be any block of II,. If N is not contained in a block of 
KI,, then (II A II,) < II,. By the definition of II,, we have 
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Since A, < A,, this implies 
In the partition Il, A IIN, let N be partitioned into sets M,,M,,...,M,. It 
follows that c~=,(~ - A,XM,) <(p - A,)(N). This violates Lemma 3.1. We 
therefore must have II, A II, = II,, and N is contained in a block of II,. 
Hence II, < II,. n 
Theorem 3.7 allows us to summarize the behavior of the maximum and 
minimum partitions which minimize I_L - A as A varies from + 03 to - 03. For 
A = 03, clearly p - A will reach a minimum only at II,. The minimum 
remains at Il, for A > A, and shifts to some other partition II, for A < A,. At 
A = A,, II, will be the minimum and II, the maximum partitions of p - A. 
For A, > A < A,, the minimum partition remains at II,. At A = A,, II, and 
II, respectively become the minimum and maximum partitions of p - A. The 
process repeats until we reach II, = II, as the maximum partition for 
P-A,-,. 
DEFINITION 3.8. The set of partitions which are either minimum or 
maximum partitions at which I_L - A reaches a minimum for some value of A 
can be arranged in an increasing sequence II,,, . . . , KI,. This will be called the 
principal sequence of partitions of CL. Every successive pair in this sequence 
will consist of minimum and maximum partitions at which p - A reaches a 
minimum for some value of A. The resulting decreasing sequence of A’s will 
be called the sequence of critical values of the principal sequence of 
partitions of p. 
Let II o,. . . , II, be the principal sequence and A,, . . . , A,_ 1 be the critical 
values of I_L. By Theorem 3.5 the partitions at which F - hi reaches a 
minimum form a lattice whose minimum and maximum elements are Il i _ 1, II i 
respectively. If II is a member of this lattice, then 
DEFINITION 3.9. The lattice of partitions at which Jo - Ai reaches a 
minimum will be referred to as the Dilworth truncation lattice (DTL) of 
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p - Aj. The collection of all partitions at which /.L - Ai for some hi reaches a 
minimum will be composed of such DTLs between successive pairs of 
elements of the principal sequence and itself constitutes a lattice, which we 
refer to as the principal lattice of partitions. (PLP) of CL. 
We now study properties of the principal lattice of partitions which will 
enable us to formulate algorithms for constructing it. 
THEOREM 3.10. Let p be a submodular function on the subsets of S, and 
let w be a modular function on the subsets of S such that w(0) = 0. Then: 
(a) I_L and t.~ + w have the same principal lattice of partitions and the 
same critical values. 
(b) p and t.~ + k, where k is a constant, have the same principal lattice of 
partitions, and the critical values of t_~ + k are Ai + k, where Ai are critical 
values of t_6. 
Proof. (a): We notice that Z(n) = w(S) for each partition LI of S. 
Hence 
(VA))<w=( p+w-A)(H)-w(S). 
The result follows. 
(b) is trivial. n 
Theorem 3.11 allows us to restrict our attention to submodular functions 
which take zero value on singletons, since in place of p we can always 
consider p - w, where w(X) = C,, E xp(ei). 
DEFINITION 3.11. A submodular function that takes zero value on 
singletons will be called a zero singleton submodular function (z.s.s. func- 
tion). 
The following lemma is immediate from the definition of ii / II. 
LEMMA 3.12. Let p be a s&modular function defined on the subsets of 
S. Let II’, II be partitions of S such that II’ > II. Then: 
(a) jXI’) = (P / lWI’/ II). 
(b) Let p - A reach its minimum on a partition II m, and let II Q II,,,. 
Then t.~ / II - A reaches its minimum on II’/ II rft_~ - A reaches its minimum 
at II’ and II’> II. 
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The next theorem relates the PLPs of p and of /.L / II when II is a 
partition in the PLP of p. 
THEOREM 3.13. Let g be a s&nodular function on the subsets of S, and 
let II be a partition in the principal lattice of partitions of TV / II. Then the 
interval [II / II,] of this lattice is isomorphic to the principal lattice of 
partitions of p / II. Further, the critical values of TV / KI are the same as 
those associated with the elements of the PLP of t_~ which lie in the interual 
FL &I. 
Proof. The lattice of all partitions of II is isomorphic to the lattice of all 
partitions II’ such that II’ z II. Further, by Lemma 3.12, p - A reaches its 
minimum on II’ iff k / II - A reaches its minimum on II’/ Il. The theorem 
is now immediate. n 
It is clear from the definition that the principal sequence and the 
sequence of critical values are unique for a submodular function. However, it 
would be convenient if we could characterize the principal sequence as 
unique under weaker conditions. This we do in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.14. lit J_L be a submodular function defined on subsets of S. 
Let non,,..., II, = n, be a strictly increasing sequence of partitions of S, 
and let A,, A,, . . , An _ 1 be a strictly decreasing sequence of real numbers such 
that 
(a) b - A,XII,) = (p - AJII,,,), i = 0,. . . , n - 1, 
(b) 01. - A,XII) 3 (p - A,XII,), Iii < Il < II,+i. 
Then lIo,...,IIn is the principal sequence of partitions of t.~, and A,, . . . , A,, _ i 
is its sequence of critical values. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on n (where n + 1 is the length of the 
principal sequence). The theorem is obviously true for n = 1 (i.e. when the 
principal sequence is II,,, II,). Let the theorem be true for n < k. Consider 
the minimal partition fIi among all partitions of S at which /.L - hi reaches a 
minimum. We will first show that fii < Iii for i = 0,. . . , k. We know that 
l@l, = II,. Suppose for some i > 0, fIi > Iii. Then there exists a block N of 
fIj that is not contained in a block of Iii. It follows that Iii A IIhr is distinct 
from Iii. 
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Now, by the technique used in the proof of Theorem 3.7 one can see that 
unless we have 
(FeAi)CnN> <( P-Ai)(ni A n,), 
it will turn out that 
But this contradicts the definition of l@Ii, since Ili A H, < nhi and therefore 
[(ni A n,>v ‘S-NIA ‘i’ Ri. 
We conclude that (CL - AiXII,) <(p - A,X& A II,). By Corollary 3.3, 
+( EL-Ai)(‘i An,). 
Hence (p - A,XII,) > (CL - AiXfIi V fI,). 
It follows that in the sublattice [Ifi, II,], p - hi reaches a lower value at 
ITi v IIN than at fIi. 
Now consider the function /_L / fIi. Clearly it follows that 
However, on the sequence of partitions Iii / fIi,. . . , II, / Iii of fIi and the 
sequence of values A,,...,Ak_,, the function p / fIi satisfies the conditions 
of the theorem. Therefore, by the induction assumption, II i / ITi,. . . , rIk / ni 
is the principal sequence and hi,. . . , Ak_r the critical values of p / ffi. But 
this implies that 
a contradiction. We therefore conclude fii < fIi, i = 0,. . . , k. 
We will now prove that fIi = fIi, i = 0,. . , k by induction on i. Clearly 
fi, = II,. Let fIj = IIj for j = 0 ,..., i -1. Let II,(max) be the maximal 
partition at which /.L - Ai reaches a minimum for i = 0,. . . , k. Suppose 
fii < ITi. By Theorem 3.7, II_,(max> Q ni. Hence, IIi_l(max> < ffi. Hence, 
(CL - Ai_,XITi_r(max)) <(CL - A.,_,XII,), and therefore (F - Ai_lXfIi_,) < 
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C/l - Ai_,Xni). s ince, by the conditions of the theorem, in the interval 
<ni_,,n,>, P--i-i reaches the same (minimum) value at Iii _ 1 and Iii, 
this implies that (IL - Ai_lXfl_l)<(p - A,__~XII~_~), i.e. fi,_i z II,_i, 
which is a contradiction. Hence fli = Iii for i = 0,. . . , k. Further, by Theo- 
rem3.7,ni_l~ni_l(max)~~i,i=I,...,k.Bytheabovementionedcondi- 
tion of the theorem, this implies that Iii _ ,(max) = Iii, i = 1,. . . , k. 
To complete the proof we will now show that for any value of A the 
minimum (or maximum) partition at which /.L - A reaches a minimum will be 
one of the Iii’s, i = 0,. . . , n. 
Suppose II’ is the minimum (maximum) partition at which /.L - A reaches 
a minimum for some value of A. By Theorem 3.7, if A > A, then II’= II,, 
and if A<A,_, then Il’=II,. If A= hi, then we have already shown that 
II’= ni (II’= II,+i>. 
Next, by Theorem 3.7, if Ai > A > Ai+i, we have that the maximum 
partition at which /.L - A reaches a minimum is less than or equal to the 
minimum partition at which /.L - Ai + i reaches a minimum, i.e. II’ Q Iii + i. 
Further, the minimum partition at which /.L - A reaches a minimum is 
greater or equal to the maximum partition at which I_L - Ai reaches a 
minimum, i.e., IIf2 II,+i. Thus II’= IIi+l. Thus II,,...,II, is the principal 
sequence of p, and A,,,..., A,_ 1 is the sequence of critical values of /.L. W 
It is of algorithmic importance to have some idea of the range of critical 
values of a given submodular function. Theorem 3.15 gives this range for 
certain special but common submodular functions. 
THEOREM 3.15. Let p be a submodular function on subsets of S. Let A 
be a critical value of p. Let maxeiEsp(ei)= n, and let mineiEsp(ei)= m. 
Then: 
(a) A >pcL(rZr). 
(b) A < 2n if CL is nonnegative. 
(c) A<2n- f m i p is an increasing set function. 
Cd) Zf p is the incidence function of a bipartite graph, we have 0 < A < 
2(max degree) - min degree. 
(e) Zf p is the rank function of a matroid, we have 0 < A < 1. 
Proof. (a): By Theorem 3.10, when k is a constant, A is a critical value 
of p iff A - k is a critical value of p - k. Let (T = p - ~(0). Then a(0) = 0. 
By repeated application of the submodular inequality we have 
a(s) 6 C O(si)> IIE.Ps. 
si E n 
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Hence 
Hence the critical values of u are greater than or equal to zero. Hence the 
critical values of /_L are greater than or equal to p(0). 
(b): Since A is a critical value of p, p - A reaches its minimum on two 
partitions II,,II, such that II, < II,. Consider the z.s.s function defined by 
a(X) = (p - AXXI- C,,, Jp - AXei). 
We know by Theorem 3.10 that LY and p have the same PLP and that 
zero is a critical value of (Y iff A is a critical value of /.L. Hence (Y reaches a 
minimum at II, and II,. Now II, has a nonsingleton block T. Since (Y is a 
Z.S.S. function, we must have a(T) < 0, as otherwise we could replace T by 
singletons in II, and get a new partition at which 5 would have a lower 
value than at II,. Hence 
p(T)-A- c p(ej)+AITI,<O. 
ei E T 
Hence p(T)+(A - n)lTI < A. Since p(T) is nonnegative and ITI > 2, this 
implies that A < 272. 
(c): As in (b), we must have a nonsingleton set T at which 
p(T)+(A-n)iTl<A. 
We have ITI > 2 and p increasing. So p(T) 2 m, and the above inequality 
cannot be satisfied for A > 2n - m when JT ( = 2, nor therefore either when 
ITI > 2. 
cd), (e) follow by direct application of (a), (b), and (c). n 
4. ALGORITHMS FOR THE PRINCIPAL SEQUENCE 
AND PRINCIPAL LATTICE OF PARTITIONS 
We construct the principal sequence of partitions of a submodular 
function through the use of two algorithms. Algorithm I finds a partition on 
which the partition associate of a given submodular function reaches a 
minimum. 
Algorithm II proceeds as follows: It selects a A; such that (CL - A,,XII,) 
= (/J - A’rXII,) and then finds by Algorithm I a partition II on which cc. - A’1 
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reaches a minimum. If this value is the same as the value on n,, then, by 
(the uniqueness) Theorem 3.14, the principal sequence is simply II,,fI,. 
Otherwise the process is repeated with appropriate values of h for the pairs 
(II,, II) and (II, II,) with a similar termination condition. At the end of this 
process we have a sequence ff,,. . .,IIj,. ., II, = lI, with nonincreasing 
values h,,A, ,..., A,_, such that (p - Aj)(ffj) = (p - A j)(fIj+ r). A further 
pruning is performed in which if Aj = Aj+r then II,+r is omitted from the 
sequence. This leaves us with the principal sequence of partitions. 
By Theorem 3.10, the problem of minimizing the partition associate of a 
given submodular function can be reduced to that of minimizing the partition 
associate of a submodular function that takes zero value on singletons (i.e. a 
Z.S.S. function). The latter hinges on the detection of fusion sets, which we 
define below. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let p be a Z.S.S. function defined on the subsets of S. 
A set T c S is a fusion set of p iff: 
(a) p(T) < 0. 
(b) /.dT)</.dR), R LT. 
(c) If Ri, i E J, are the subsets of T on which p(Ri) < 0, then fl i E ,Ri 
z0. 
The next theorem and its corollary describe the role of fusion sets in 
minimizing ji. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let F be a submodular function on subset of S. Let N be 
a fusion set of p. Then there exists a partition II’ of S such that j!i reaches a 
minimum on II’, and N is contained in one of the blocks of II’, i.e. II’ z II,,,. 
Proof. Let k reach a minimum on II. 
Consider II A IIN. Now N is a disjoint union of blocks of II A IIhr. Since 
N is a fusion set, the function I_L can take a negative value only on one of 
these blocks, and this value is greater than or equal to p(N). Further, S - N 
is partitioned into singletons in both IIhr and II A IIN. We therefore 
conclude that /_4II,> < /.~(fl A II,). 
But by Corollary 3.3 we have 
Hence F(II) 2 jZ(II V II,), and we conclude that jIi reaches a minimum on 
II V HN. The theorem follows by taking II’ to be II V HN. n 
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COROLLARY 4.3. Let p be a Z.S.S. function defined on subsets of S. Let N 
be a fwion set of p. Let jIi / IIN reach a minimum at f’l. Then p reaches a 
minimum at R.II,. 
Proof. Follows immediately from Lemma 3.12 and Theorem 4.2 n 
We will use the technique of repeatedly fusing fusion sets until there are 
none left, to minimize the partition associate of the given submodular 
function. 
Observe that, by definition, fusion sets are nonsingletons. So fusing the 
fusion set always reduces the size of problem. 
Subroutine Fusion described below depends on finding the minimum of a 
submodular function p over supersets of a given subset T of S. This task can 
be achieved by modifying the polynomial algorithm for minimizing a sub- 
modular function over the subsets of S([l], [3]). We could do this by 
considering /.L / IIr defined over IIr and constructing p”’ = I_L / IIr + Wr, 
where Wr is the modular function which takes a sufficiently large negative 
value [say (minimum value of p)- 1 -p.(T)] on (T} and zero on all other 
singletons. Clearly II’ will reach a minimum only over subsets of IIr which 
have {T} as a member. If /.L’ reaches a minimum on K’, then K’ is a subset of 
blocks of IIr. Let K c S be the union of these blocks. Then p.(K) is the 
minimum over all subsets of S containing T. 
SUBROUTINE Fusion. To find a fusion set of a z.s.s function defined on 
subsets of S. 
Initialize T =0 or any subset of S known not to contain a fusion set. 
1. If S - T =0, S contains no fusion set. GOTO 4. Otherwise let e E S - T. 
Minimize I_L on subsets of T U e that contain e. Let the minimum be 
reached on T,. 
2. If p(T,) 2 0, then T U e contains no fusion set. Set T = T U e. COTO 1. 
3. If p(T,) < 0 then T, is a fusion set. 
4. END. 
]ustijkation . If T contains no fusion set and e @ T, then every set T’, 
contained in T U e and such that p(T’) < 0, necessarily has e as a member. 
So if p(T,) < 0, then T, is a fusion set. n 
Algorithm I described below is based on Theorem 4.2 and Corollary 4.3. 
ALGORITHM I. Given a z.s.s function I_L over subsets of S, to minimize ii 
over partitions of S. 
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Initialize II = II,, (or any partition II& such that ji reaches a minimum 
on a partition greater than II;). 
Set PTemp = CL / n. 
1. Find a fusion set N of premp on subsets of II if it exists. If none exist, r_L 
reaches a minimum at II. GOTO 3. 
2. (N is a set of blocks of II.) 
Let N= U,.,&. 




ALGORITHM II. To construct the principal sequence and the critical 
values of a submodular function defined on subsets of S. 




where ni = n,,, nii = n,. If every pair <II;, n,+i) E 0, GOTO 
step 5. 
Comment: 0 is the current set of unsubdividable pairs. 
Step 2. If (II:, II;,,) E C7, let 
Minimize I_L - A’; using Algorithm I, initializing on II; = II;. 
Step 3. If the minimum is reached at II!, then declare (nj, nj+ i) unsubdi- 
vidable. Set 6 = 3 U {(nj, II;+ ,$}. GOTO step 1. 
Step 4. If the minimum is not reached at nj or n;+ i, let it be reached at 
II’. 
Set /=(IIl;+l,..., II::,l,)=(IIi ,..., IIj,II’,IIj+, ,..., II:,). 
Set i=i+l. 
GOT0 Step 1. 
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Step 5. Compute 
A,= P(q)-@f+1) 
J Ilq- Irq+,l 
for j=l,...,r,. 
Comment: The sequence (Aj) may contain repeated values. By 
removing the repetitions and deleting the corresponding II; we get 
the principal sequence. 
Step 6. Let (h^k):=l be the subsequence of (Aj) that has no repeated values 
and contains all the distinct values of <tj>. 
Step 7. In the sequence (hj) let the value A, occur for the first time 
at j = kj. Select the subsequence Jk of 9, where Sk = (II~.)~=i. 
Then Sk followed by Il s is the PLP of /.L, and (A,) i‘ls the 
sequence of critical values. 
STOP. 
Justijcation for Algorithm II. Let 
fn(A) = (P -A )(H) =/-dn> - Alfll. 
Clearly f,(A) is a continuous (actually straight line) function of A. Let us 
assume that at the ith stage all the partitions in 4 are members of the PLP 
of CL, and further that they form a strictly increasing sequence. Now we will 
show this to be true at the (i + 1)th stage. In step 2, let II:. = Kl,, nj+, = II,. -- 
Let p - A,, p - A, reach their minimum at Il,, II, respectively. Hence, we 
have fn,(A,)< fn,(A,) and fnz(A,>,< fn,(A,). By the continuity of these 
functions f,,(A) = f,z(A) f or a value of A which lies between A 1 and A,. 
Now /.L - A reaches a minimum at II’. By Theorem 3.7, II, > Il’> II,. Thus 
the assumption is valid also at the (i + l)th stage. Since it is valid at i = 1, it 
will remain valid when every pair (ni, II’:+ ,) . IS unsubdividable and we reach 
step 5. By Theorem 3.7, the sequence (Aj) is a decreasing sequence. The 
pruned sequences of partitions and A’s satisfy the conditions of Theorem 
3.14, and hence the algorithm yields the principal sequence of partitions and 
the sequence of critical values. W 
The DTL of p - Aj 
Algorithm II will leave us with the principal sequence II, = Il,, . . . , KI, = 
II, and critical values A,,,..., A,_,. In order to complete the construction of 
the PLP we need to determine the lattice of partitions in the interval 
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[IIj, IIj+l] at which CL - Aj reaches a minimum (i.e. the DTL of CL - hi). By 
Lemma 3.12, II is in the DTL of F - hj iff II/ IIj is in the DTL of 
(CL - Aj)/ IIj. Next, by Th eorem 3.10, (CL - hj)/IIj has the same DTL as 
kj, defined by pj s(~ - Aj>/IIj - wj, where wj is a suitable modular 
function on subsets of IIj such that the subtraction results in a Z.S.S. function. 
Hence jij reaches its minimum on IIj / IIj, and this value, since ~~ is z.s.s., 
is 0. Hence jZj takes zero value on all the partitions in its DTL. 
Now pi cannot take negative values on any subset F of llj, as 
otherwise, by using this set and singleton subsets of IIj - Y, we could 
construct a partition of IIj on which iij took negative values. It follows that 
kj takes zero value precisely on those subsets of IIj which are blocks of 
partitions in the DTL of pj. Hence determining the subsets of IT, on which 
~~ takes zero values is equivalent to constructing the DTL of pj and 
therefore of /_L - Aj. Such subsets of IIj have to be subsets of blocks of 
IIj+ 1. We therefore consider the problem of determining the sets on which a 
submodular function, of the kind described in Definition 4.4 below, reaches 
zero value. 
DEFINITION 4.4. A Z.S.S. function k defined on subsets of T is of type 
(000) iff (a) p(T) = 0, (b) min, _cT p(R) = 0. 
The sets on which a type (000) f unction takes zero values will be referred 
to as its zero sets. 
DEFINITION 4.5. Let I_L be a submodular function of type (000) defined 
on subsets of T. Let .F be the family of all nonsingleton zero sets which are 
minimal with respect to the property of containing some e E T strictly. Then 
the zero hypergraph of p is denoted H,(p) (H, if k is clear from the 
context) and defined to be HZ(~) E (T, Y). 
We need the following definitions to state Theorem 4.8, 
DEFINITION 4.6. Let H = (T, y) be a hypergraph. Then (T,, ,P,> is a 
subhypergruph of H iff CT,, yl> is a hypergraph, T, c T, and FI 5 97 
DEFINITION 4.7. Let H = (T, Y) be a hypergraph. H is connected iff 
whenever FIUAF2=F, we have(UEiE~~Ei)n(UEIEY2Ej)Z0. 
THEOREM 4.8. LA H = (T, F) be th e zero hypergraph of I_L. A set R G T 
is zero set of p i. it is the union of the edges of a connected subhypergraph 
of% 
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Proof. “If”: We will prove this by induction on the number of edges, n, 
of the connected subhypergraph. The result is obviously true for n = 1. Let it 
be true for n <k. Let E,,..., E, be the edges of the connected subhyper- 
graph H, of Hz, and let lJ f=, Ei = R. Without loss of generality we may 
assume that the subhypergraph on E,, . , E, _ 1 is connected and U k:: Ei = 
R’ is a zero set of I_L. Now, by the submodularity of p we have 
Since Hk is connected, we have (R’ n E,) #0. Further, ,u is of type (000) 
and E, is a zero set. Hence p(Ek) ,< p(R’ n E,) and therefore /_4R’) > k(R). 
Thus R is a zero set of I_L. 
“Only if”: Suppose R is a zero set of CL. Let R ={v,,...,G~}. Let E, be 
an edge of H, such that Ei c R and vi E Ri. Consider the subhypergraph of 
H3 on the set of vertices lJ kxlEi and set of edges {E,, . . , Ek}. Clearly this 
subhypergraph is connected and tJ k= 1 Ej = R. n 
We give a simple procedure below for constructing the zero hypergraph 
(T, F) of CL. This procedure is based on the following Lemma, whose 
routine proof is omitted. 
LEMMA 4.9. Let p be a subm,odular function of type (000) defined on 
subsets of T. Then: 
(a) There is a unique minimal zero set C,,,, containing a given distinct 
pair e,, ej of elements of T. 
(b) C,+] = (ek : T - ek contains no zero set which contains {ei, ej]). 
It follows from Lemma 4.9 that to construct the zero hypergraph Hz, it 
suffices to examine, for every triple e,, ej, ek (ei z ej z e,), whether there 
exists a zero set containing {ei, ej} but not having ek as a member. This 
would enable us to generate all C,,,,, and selecting, for each element ei, the 
minimal such sets containing it would yield the edges of Hz. We omit the 
details. 
Complexity of Construction of the PLP of p 
We will assume that we have an algorithm for minimizing a submodular 
function defined on subsets of S over supersets of T that is O( f( n)), where 
n = ISI. Then Subroutine Fusion can be seen to have a worst case complexity 
OtC,1,, f(j)>. Let us d enote this complexity as O(g(n)). It is better to 
analyze Algorithm I directly in terms of the number of submodular function 
minimizations. Suppose a subset K of size p has no fusion set, but K U e has 
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a fusion set T,. Then the computational labor thus far is Cy,‘,‘f(j>. After this 
step T, would be treated as a single element and we would look for fusion 
subsets of the new set. We could now initialize T in Subroutine Fusion for 
the new problem on the subset {T,} U(K - T,>. It thus follows that the 
complexity of Algorithm I is also O<Cy= if(j)> = O(g(n)). Then Algorithm II 
can be seen to have a worst case complexity O(ng(n)), i.e. O(n’f(n)). (In 
subsequent sections we discuss situations where specializations of these 
algorithms do much better.) The procedure for constructing Hz = (T, F) is 
clearly 0(n3f(n)). H ence the overall complexity of the algorithm for con- 
structing the PLP of F is 0(n3f(n)). 
5. APPLICATION TO NETWORK ANALYSIS BY 
DECOMPOSITION-THE PRINCIPAL LATTICE OF 
PARTITIONS FOR THE RANK FUNCTION OF A GRAPH AND 
THE INCIDENCE FUNCTION OF A BIPARTITE GRAPH 
Decomposition techniques for electrical network analysis can be studied 
through edge based or node based approaches. The edge based approach 
leads to the lattice of partitions of the rank (nullity) function of a matroid or 
graph, while the node based approach leads to the lattice of partitions of 
what could be called the incidence function for a hypergraph. 
For graphs and matroids, connectivity is usually described in terms of a 
partition of the underlying edge set into two blocks. Tutte [lS] uses the 
function t(T,S - T) [ = r(T)+ r(S - T)- r(s)] to measure the strength of 
connection between a subset and its complement in the matroid. A similar 
function may be used to describe the strength of connection between the 
blocks of any partition of s: 
For electrical networks this function has the following interpretation. This 
interpretation can be routinely extended to matroids representable over 
vector spaces. Let H = {T,, T,, . . , Tk) be a partition of the edges of a graph. 
Let its Kirchhoff current equations be 
T, . . . Tk 
i, 
[A~...A~] ; =‘. (5.1) 
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Using additional variables, (5.1) can be rewritten, equivalently in the vari- 




T- 1 ‘R 
(5.2) 
We observe that in (5.2) the variables ii,. . . ,i, “interact” with each other 
only through ik. We can show that [(II) gives the minimum number of 
additional variables in ik required to rewrite (5.1) as in (5.2). 
We can give a dual description in terms of nullity. The Kirchhoff voltage 
equations of the graph can be rewritten equivalently in the variables vr, . . . , vk 
in the partially decoupled form of (5.21, using additional variables v. say. 
Then we can show that (*(I’I)[&(TJ- p(S)] will yield the minimum 
number of additional variables in vo. Unless ]I31 < 2, the numbers t(II> and 
t*(n) will not b e t h e same for a general partition. A detailed description of 
these ideas with efficient algorithms for rewriting the equations may be 
found in [12]. 
Let us reexamine the principal lattice of partitions of the rank function of 
a matroid, assuming .$(lI) to be the “cost of decomposition” into the blocks 
of lI. (The nullity function can be handled similarly.) Suppose Il is a 
partition with k blocks and is an element of DTL of r - hi say. This means 
that C r, E =r(Tj) - AilIll is the minimum possible among all partitions of S. It 
follows that, among all partitions of S with k blocks t(e) reaches a minimum 
at II. (It must however be noted that not every integer between 1 and (S( 
need occur as the number of blocks of some partition in the principal lattice 
of partitions.) The critical values have the following interpretation: Let nmin 
and %ax be the minimum and maximum partitions in the DTL of r - Ai. 
Let II be any partition in this lattice. Since r - Ai takes the same value on 
Ilmin, II, and II,,,,, we have 
In other words, starting from llmin and going towards Il,, through parti- 
tions in the DTL of r - Ai, we find that the “cost” of increasing the number 
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of pieces, per additional block in the matroid, remains fixed at Ai. This rate 
increases, once we cross Il,,,, to Ai + r per additional block. 
We now relate the principal lattice of partitions of the rank function of a 
graph G and the incidence function of the associated bipartite graph. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let G be a connected graph on the edge set S. Then the rank 
function r(X) and the function r,(X) (number of vertices incident on X> 
have the same principal lattice of partitions. 
Proof. We kn ow by Theorem 3.15 that every submodular function 
which takes 0 value on 0 has a nonnegative least critical value. Since r( .) is 
such a function, we need only examine functions r - A where A > 0. 
Case I: A > 0. Let r - A reach a minimum on a partition ll, and let Xi 
be a block of Il. Then the subgraph on Xi must be connected. Otherwise, if 
Xi1 is a connected component of this graph, we would have r(X,,)+ 
r(Xi - Xi,)-2(A) < r(X,)- A, w ic contradicts the fact that r - A reaches h h 
a minimum on Il. Hence r(X,) = IlY,(X,>l- 1. Therefore 
(x)(ll)=(l/(A+l))(ll). 
By a similar argument we can show this equation to be valid for a partition fl 
on which r,-(A+l) reaches a minimum. Thus r - A and I, - (A + 1) 
reach their minimum at the same partitions. 
Case 2: A = 0. It can be seen that T(e) reaches a minimum at parti- 
tions whose blocks are unions of sets of edges of 2-connected components. 
When the graph is connected, r, - 1 reaches a minimum at precisely the 
same partitions. It thus follows that when the graph is connected, r( .> and 
r,(a) have the same principal lattice of partitions, and Ai > 0 is a critical 
value of r( *> iff Ai + 1 is a critical value r,< *). n 
REMARK 5.2. When the graph is not connected, I, - 1 has - 1 as its 
least critical value and r, - 1 reaches a minimum at partitions whose blocks 
are unions of sets of edges of connected components of G. However, r( . ) has 
0 as its least critical value even in this case, and 7 reaches a minimum at 
partitions whose blocks are unions of 2-connected components of G. So when 
the graph is disconnected, the principal lattice of partitions is not identical 
for r(e) and Iti - 1. 
For practical network analysis it is necessary that the time spent in 
generating additional variables which arise during decomposition be negligi- 
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FIG. 1. Node fission. 
ble in comparison with the time required for solution. One way of achieving 
this is to build the additional current variables in terms of node fissions and 
additional voltage variables in terms of node fusions. A given node n can be 
thought of as two nodes nr, n2 connected by a short circuit (Figure 1). The 
current flowing in the short circuit can be taken to be an additional variable. 
One can see that setting i = 0 means splitting the node into two and that we 
can indeed decompose the circuit by a suitable number of such node fissions. 
Similarly, we can think of an open circuit branch across any given pair of 
nodes (Figure 2). The voltage across this open circuit can be taken to be an 
additional variable. Setting u = 0 means fusing the nodes tr and m. Current 
and voltage variables introduced in this manner lead to rewritten equations 
which retain good properties of the original topological equations (such as 
entries being 0, 1). They can also be easily chosen so that they are minimum 
in number [12]. 
In order to decompose a network into subnetworks on blocks of a 
specified partition one can use a mixture of node pair fusions and node 
fissions. It can be shown that fusion followed by fission can always achieve 
whatever can be achieved by fission followed by fusion, So we can think of 
the operation as a sequence of node pair fusions followed by a sequence of 
node fissions. In general this number can turn out to be less than the least 
number of node pair fusions or node fissions required to decouple the blocks 
of IIe. Further, one can rewrite the Kirchhoff current and voltage equations 
of G by the use of additional current and voltage variables corresponding to 
the above minimal node pair fusions followed by node fissions so that they 
FIG. 2. Node fusion. 
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appear as bordered block diagonal with the blocks corresponding to the 
specified partition of edges [13]. The following problem now arises naturally. 
PROBLEM 5.3. Given a graph G on S and a partition He of S such that 
G. Si (Si E IIe) is connected, find the minimum length sequence of node pair 
fusions followed by node fissions required to convert G into another graph in 
which there is no circuit passing through more than one Si. 
In Reference [13], Problem 5.3 is solved by posing it as the determination 
of the DTL of the function f - 2 [where f(Ni), for Ni c V, is the number of 
blocks of He at least one of whose edges is incident on a vertex of Nil. If Il’ 
is a minimizing partition of f - 2, then to get the desired minimum length 
sequence, one first fuses each block of II’ into a single node (fusing block of 
size k corresponds to k - 1 node pair fusions). Then in the resulting graph G 
the blocks of He are decoupled using a minimum length sequence of node 
fissions. If Sj are the blocks of IIe and PC.1 is the rank function of G, it can 
be shown that the length of this sequence is C?(S,)- P(S). 
The lattice of partitions of the submodular function f relative to II” on 
the subsets of vertices of G can be studied equivalently in terms of the 
incidence function of an associated bipartite graph on V(G)u II”. Thus in the 
study of network analysis by decomposition through both the edge based and 
node based approaches, one is naturally led to investigate the principal 
lattice of partitions of the incidence function of an appropriately defined 
bipartite graph. In the next section we present efficient algorithms for the 
construction of the PLP of the incidence function of a bipartite graph. 
6. ALGORITHMS FOR THE PRINCIPAL LATTICE OF PARTITIONS 
OF THE INCIDENCE FUNCTION OF A BIPARTITE GRAPH 
In this section we give an efficient network flow technique for construct- 
ing the PLP of the incidence function of a bipartite graph. The algorithms of 
Section 4 specialize to efficient versions in this case. 
It is clear that the incidence function F( *) of the bipartite graph 
(Vi U V,,E) can be thought of essentially as being made up of its restrictions 
to subsets of Vi and to subsets of Vs. We will concentrate our attention on 
one of them, say I’( *):2 “I -+ R. To construct the DTL of l?( * > - A we need 
to build fusion sets of this function. Subroutine Fusion would consist of 
repeated minimization, over nonvoid subsets X, of the function F(X) - A - 
C,., xI’(vi>+ A(lXl) [where ClTu,)- A(lXl) arises from the modular function 
that we have to subtract in order to make the value of the function zero on 
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singletons]. Minimizing this function is equivalent to minimizing 
r(x) + ( C 
0, E v, - x 
r(“i)~r(lv~~xl))+(h(lv~l~l)~ C r(“j)). 
“z E VI 
Here the terms within the last bracket are constants and do not affect the 
minimization. 
We will build a flow graph Fh so that the first two terms appear as the 
capacity of a mincut. By suitably increasing the capacity of an appropriate 
vertex we can force the mincut to correspond to a nonvoid set. Detection of 
the mincut is achieved as usual (by Theorem 2.1) through flow maximization. 
The flow graph FA of the bipartite graph (V, U V,, E) is built as follows: 
There is a source vertex s, an intermediate vertex s^, sets of vertices V, and 
V,, and a sink vertex t. There is a directed edge (s, SI) of capacity to. For each 
vertex zli E VI, there is a directed edge (s1, oi> of capacity f’(vi)- A [if this 
capacity is negative, the edge is directed backward with capacity A - r(vi)]. 
All the bipartite graph edges between V, and V, are present as directed 
edges from V, to V, with capacity ~0. From each vertex ua of V, there is a 
directed edge (v,, t) of capacity 1. 
DEFINITION 6.1. We define functions f : 2’1+ R, g :2’s + R as follows: 
f(x)=r(X)-A- c r(u,)+A(IXI), 
ui E x 
g(x) =r(x)+ ( c r(l;j)-A(lv~-XI)). 
o,EW-X) 
As noted before, f(X) - g(X) = A(lV,l- l>- C,, E v,r(ui), which is inde- 
pendent of X. Hence f and g reach their minima on the same sets. We will 
relate g(X) to the capacity of an appropriate cut later. 
DEFINITION 6.2. Let Y c V,. Then 
Y+ = { ui : oi E Y and r( ui) - A is nonnegative}, 
Y- E { ui : ui E Y and I( ui) - A is negative} I 
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FIG. 3. The cut of X. 
DEFINITION 6.3. Let X cV,. Then the cut ofX is the cut [{s,$}U X U 
R(X), (Vi - X) U (V, - R(X)) U {t)] (see Figure 3). 
LEMMA 6.4. Let [{s, s^l U N u M, (Vi - N) U (V, - M) U {t}], where N c 
V,, M c V,, be a cut of finite capacity. Then 
(a) M 2 R(N); 
(b) if M + R( N ), then th e capacity of this cut is greater than that of the 
cut of N; 
(c) the capacity ofthe cut ofN is CoiECVI_Nj+[r(vi)- AI+- I’(N). 
Proof. (a): If M 2 R(N), th e cut would have a forward arc of infinite 
capacity. 
(b): If M # R(N), then shift M - R(N) from the “source end’ to the 
“sink end’ of the cut. The resulting cut is the cut of N. The capacity of this 
cut is less than the capacity of the original cut by (M - R( N)l. 
(c) is clear from the definition of the cut of N. n 
We have the following simple lemma about mincuts. 
LEMMA 6.5. Let the cut of X be a mincut. Let Y be the set of all vertices 
vi in X fm which l?(vi) - A is negative. Then the cut of X - Y is also a mincut. 
Proof. We note that the capacity of arcs directed from s^ to Vi - X is the 
same as the capacity of arcs directed from s^ to Vi -(X - Y). Hence, 
(capacity of the cut of X - Y) = [capacity of arcs directed from s^ to V, - 
(X -Y)]+ I’(X - Y) <(capacity of arcs directed from s^ to Vi - X)+ r(X). 
The lemma follows. n 
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DEFINITION 6.6. A cut of X is said to be canonical if X contains no 
vertex ui where T(vi)- A is negative. 
We state the following routine lemma without proof 
LEMMA 6.7. In the flow graph F, let the cut of X be canonical. Then 
(a) the capacity of the cut of X is g(X) - C,, E ,;(r - AXV,); 
(b) f(X)-f(0)=( capacity of the cut of X> - (capacity of the cut of 0). 
Lemma 6.7 reveals that in order to minimize g( .) [and therefore to 
minimize f(a)] we need only look for canonical mincuts in F*. The canonical 
mincut can be found by maximizing the flow in F,. (All the flow maximiza- 
tion algorithms, including Ford and Fulkerson’s original algorithm [Z], yield 
the mincut also as a by-product.) The algorithm for constructing fusion sets 
needs a nonvoid set at which f( .) reaches a minimum. It may however 
happen that the mincut in Fh is the cut of 0, which would only tell us that 
f( *) reaches its minimum at 0. We avoid this eventuality by increasing the 
capacity of (SI, U) for appropriate u by A + 1, which will force the mincut 
automatically to be the cut of a set which has c as a member. We formalize 
these ideas below, but omit the routine proof of Lemma 6.9. 
DEFINITION 6.8. Let (Vi u V’s, E) be a bipartite graph, and let V E Vi 
such that T(V) 3 A. Then the flow graph FAG with respect to U is obtained by 
first building Fh and then changing the capacity of (g, V) from I(V) - A to 
T(V)+ 1. A canonical mincut of Ff is defined exactly as it is defined for F*. 
LEMMA 6.9. Let V, - U contain no fusion set of IY a)- A. 
(a) If T(V) d A, then V, contains no fusion set of I’(.)- A. 
(b) Let T(U) > A. Let X be the subset of V, such that the cut of X is a 
canonical mincut of the flow graph Ff. Zf (capacity of the cut of X in the 
Ff) < (capacity of the cut of 0 in Fh) + A, then X is a fusion set of r(. ) - A. 
Otherwise I?( .) - A has no fusion set contained in V,. 
Algorithm I minimizes l7 - A be repeatedly fusing fusion sets. This 
operation has to be interpreted appropriately for bipartite graphs. Lemma 
6.11 is needed for this purpose. We first introduce a preliminary definition 
required for its statement. 
DEFINITION 6.10. Let B = (VI u V,, E) be a bipartite graph. Let II be a 
partition of VI. Then B, s (II u V,, E,) is the bipartite graph which has an 
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edge from block Ni of II to vertex z)~ in V, iff there exists an edge from a 
vertex in Ni to oi in the bipartite graph (V, u V,, E). 
Let A G II. Then R,(A) denotes the subset of V, to which edges from A 
are incident in the graph B,. If r is the incidence function of G, then rn 
denotes the incidence function of B,. 
LEMMA 6.11. Let (V, w V,, E) be a bipartite graph. Let II be a partition 
of V,. Let r, r, be the indencefimctim of (V, u V,, E) and (II LJ V,, E,) 
respectively. Let p(X) = T(X) - A - Cui E .IYuJ + A(lXl). Then 
CL/~(P)= c p/‘(Ni)=‘,(P)-A- c [r&N,)-A], 
N, E P N, E P 
where P is a set of blocks of II. 
Proof. If P is a set of blocks of II, 
Let 
Then 
CL/~(P)- c /-dNi)=r(M)-A- c (r<u,)-A) 
N, E P o, E M 
- C (r(Y)-A- C [r(ui)-A]) 
N, E P oi E N, 
=T(M)- c I’(N,)+A(IMI-1) 
N, E P 
- c r(u,)+AIPl+ c c r(u,)-AIMI 
oi E M ~,EP~EN, 
=r,(P)-A- c r(Ni)+AIPl 
N, E P 
=r,(P)-A- c [r,(N,)-A]. 
N, E P 
n 
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We note that, just as in the general Algorithm I, we begin in this case 
also with a set K which has no fusion set, add an element oi, find the set To, 
where the submodular function f( *) reaches a minimum, and if Toi turns out 
to be a fusion set, fuse it to get the reduced problem. For the new problem 
we initialize at the set (T,. U (K - T,), w ic wi now contain no fusion set. h h 11 
However, while Algorithm I required n2 calls to the minimizer, in the 
present case essentially n calls would be sufficient. This is because at each 
stage we already start with a flow at a level reached at the earlier stage and 
not at zero. We now give a more detailed but informal description of this 
procedure. 
Informally, Algorithm I reduces to the following procedure. We start with 
a subgraph B’=(V,i u r(V,‘), E’) of B [ =(V, U V,, E)] that contains no 
fusion sets. [Here E’ is the set of edges going from V,i to I’(V,“).] The flow 
graph Fi of B’ is constructed. We next adjoin a vertex vi +I E V, - V,i to V{. 
We set V,“+‘=ViUv’+’ and work with the new bipartite graph (V;+’ u 
R(V,‘+‘), E’+‘). The flow graph Fi is modified appropriately to Fl+‘. The 
modification consists of introducing the new vertices vi+‘, R(v’+‘) - R(V,‘), 
the new edge (sI,vi+‘) of capacity r(v”“)- h or the new edge (v’+‘,s^) of 
capacity h - T(u i”> (whichever is positive), and the new edges (e,,t) of 
capacity 1 from new vertices e, E R(v’+‘)-- RCV,‘). If rw+9- A is non- 
positive, we know by Lemma 6.9 that Vl+’ contains no fusion set. So we 
need only consider the case where IXu’ + ’ )-- A is positive. If j is the largest 
index less than i + 1 for which r(vj)- A is positive, then we note that while 
maximizing the flow for Fi+’ the initial flow can be taken to be the maximal 
flow for F,j. Suppose now that a fusion set N is detected in B’+‘. We can 
now change the bipartite graph from B to BnN s (II, u V,, EnN) defined as 
in Definition 6.10 and change the working subgraph B’+’ to (II:,” u 
R&I: ‘1, Er ‘), where IIF’ is the subset of blocks of flhr contained in 
V;+l, and Eg,+’ is the subset of edges of BnN going from npl to R&I:,+‘). 
The flow graph F,i + ’ of B=, can be obtained from Fi +’ by fusing the 
vertices of N into a single vertex and replacing all the (3, vi), vi E N, by a 
single (9 N) of capacity T(N)- A [or (N, 2) of capacity A - r(N), whichever 
is positive]. It is therefore not necessary to start from zero flow in Fi+‘. We 
simply reduce the flow in Fi+ ’ corresponding to making the flow in each 
(s, vi), vi E N, to zero. This flow would be a valid flow in Fi” also. 
We now examine the construction of the DTL of r - A. Let II,, and 
IImin be the maximum and minimum partitions of V, in the DTL of r - A. 
Let N be the block of II,,, and let x1,x2,. . .,xr be the blocks of rImin 
contained in N. To build the corresponding bipartite graph, we construct 
(IIminUV2,En >. Let BN b e t h e In,” subgraph of this graph on N u R(N). We 
next construct the flow graph FAN for this bipartite graph and maximize the 
flow. Let us suppose we are examining if there is a zero set containing {xi, xi} 
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but not containing xk. We now set the capacity of (g, x,) to zero, reduce the 
flow accordingly if necessary, and then maximize again. Let c, be the 
capacity of the mincut (which in this case is the cut of 0) and cij 
the capacity of the cut of {xi,xj}. The capacities of (sl,xi), (3,~~) are now 
increased by (cij - c,,)+ 1. The flow is maximized again. The new mincut is 
the cut of a superset Nij of {xi,xj]. Since the capacity of the cut of Nij - xk 
is not greater than that of the cut of Nij, we may assume without loss of 
generality that xk P Nij. If f(N,,) is zero, then Nij is a zero set. This will 
happen by Lemma 6.7 iff the capacity of the cut of Nij in the new flow graph 
is more than the cut of 0 in the earlier flow graph by A. We can therefore 
stop the maximization after the tlow is increased by A, since if the flow has to 
increase any further there is no zero set containing {xi, xj} but not containing 
xk. For a given triple (xi, xj,rk) this labor is bounded (omitting the initial 
maximization on FAN), if we can assume A to be integral, by I’(rk)- A flow 
reductions and A augmentations. 
Complexity of the Algorithm fm Constructing the Principal Lattice 
of Partitions of the Incidence Function of a Bipartite graph 
(a) Construction of the Principal Sequence 
For the present case, if there were no fusion sets, a bound (by using the 
cut of 0) for the maximum flow is C,,,v,+T(vi)- AlV: I. Each time a fusion 
set, say N, of vertices is discovered, it is fused into one vertex, and the 
corresponding edge (SI, N) is given the capacity r(N) - Al N 1. The new 
bound for the maximum flow, again using the cut of 0, is less than the 
previous bound by the same amount as the reduction from the sum of the 
capacities of (2, u), 0 E N+, to the value T(N) - Al N 1, i.e., the new bound is 
less than the old bound by at least the amount of loss of flow during the 
process of fusion. So we are correct in retaining the earlier bound for the 
maximum flow even in the case when there are fusion sets. Now, as each 
vertex z)~ is introduced for the first time, we also increase the capacity of 
(s1, vi) by A and maximize the flow again. This leads to an increase of labor in 
flow augmentation equal to AlV: I. The upper bound for the total flow 
augmentation that we have to perform can therefore be fixed at CUi E v; T(oJ 
The flow reduction while fusing a fusion set N is worth only I’(N) opera- 
tions (since it need not be one unit flow at a time) and therefore can be 
ignored. We notice that in Algorithm 11 to scale A to an integer we have to 
multiply it by at most (VI- 1. Therefore the maximum unit flow augmenta- 
tions can be taken to be [C,, E v: r(ui)] (lV,l- 1) [i.e. IEl~(lV,l- l), where E 
is the set of edges of the bipartite graph]. Each unit flow augmentation in the 
naive flow algorithm is O(l El) [ = O((r~:,,lV,lJ, where r,, is the average 
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degree of a vertex. So the complexity of Algorithm I, taking into account the 
necessary scaling, is O(lE1’1V,l) in th is case. This can be equivalently written 
as O(I’L]V,]3). Algorithm I has to be repeated IV,] times to compute the 
principal sequence, which therefore has the complexity 0(I’..]V,]4). 
(b) Construction of the Zero Hypergraph 
As in the above case, we have to multiply A by at most IV,] - 1 to scale it 
to an integer. An upper bound for the maximal flow (using the cut that 
separates t from the rest of the graph) is ]V,].(]V,]- 1). The initial flow 
maximization [(maximum flow)X(number of edges in the flow graph)] is 
O(lV,l IV,] [El). For each triple ~~,o~,z)~ we have to reduce the flow by at 
most [T(vk)- A](]V,]- 1) and then increase it again. This however costs only 
I’(uk) operations. In the second stage of flow maximization, to force ui, z)~ to 
belong to the set in question we have to increase the flow over the original 
flow graph maximum flow by at most A(]V,] - 1). Hence for each triple 
(ui,uj,wk) we have T(vk)*(lV,l- 1) unit flow augmentations. Each unit 
augmentation is O(lEl). Th ere are lV,13 triples. Hence the construction of 
the zero hypergraph is 
o(lv,13~IEl~(r~“)lV~l) = o(lvJ”r:) = O(lV,131E12). 
7. THE PRINCIPAL PARTITION AND PRINCIPAL LATTICE 
OF PARTITIONS OF A SUBMODULAR FUNCTION 
We will show in this section that the principal partition and principal 
lattice of partitions of a submodular function, in general, yield independent 
pieces of information. This we do through two examples. However, in the 
case of graphs we show how we can transform the problem of computing the 
principal partition of a graph to that of computing the principal lattice of 
partitions of the incidence function of the graph. 
EXAMPLE 7.1. Consider the submodular function a(X) = r(X) - ;lXl- i 
defined on the subsets of edges of the graph G on the set of edges S in 
Figure 4. We see that a(0) = - i; a(S) = 0; a(e,) = 0, e, E S. We may 
huther verify that for X gS we always have IX]< 2r(X). Hence the 
minimum value of u on nonvoid sets is zero. The function u is therefore of 
type (000). The edge set of the zero hypergraph of u is as follows: 
{{I>2,31> (6>7,3), (3,4,5), (8,9,10}, (1,2,3,6,7,8,11), S}. 
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FIG. 4. The graph G. 
An examination of the edge set of the zero hypergraph reveals that 
{1,2,3,6,7,8}, {3,4,5,8,9, lo}, {ll}, {12,13} are invariant under the automor- 
phisms of the hypergraph and are distinguishable from each other. Thus the 
PLP of (T discriminates between these sets. However, the principal partition 
of (T will treat S as a single block [i.e., the collection of sets of X over which 
r(X)- AlXl reaches a minimum has only S and 0 as members] and is 
therefore unable to discriminate between the abovementioned subsets. 
EXAMPLE 7.2. Consider the submodular function p defined on the 
subsets of {1,2,3} as follows: 
P(0) = -4, P(W) = -3, P({2)) = -4, A(3)) = 7, 
P(K2)) = -5, P( {2,3)) = 5, p((L3)) =5, 
~((1,2,3)) = 0. 
This submodular function reaches its minimum at {1,2). The principal 
partition of p can therefore distinguish between (1,2} and (3). But it is easily 
seen by direct inspection that p reaches a minimum on the partition {(l, 2,3)) 
and {{l), (Z), (3)). So the PLP is unable to distinguish between {1,2} and {3). 
From Examples 7.1 and 7.2 we may conclude that no complete descrip- 
tion of either the PLP or the principal partition of a general submodular 
function can be obtained by studying the other. This however is not surpris- 
ing, since the principal partition with respect to r(X)- hw(X) depends on 
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the modular function u(X), while (by Theorem 3.10) the principal lattice of 
partitions of r(X) is invariant under addition of a modular function. 
We will now present a technique for converting certain optimization 
problems over edge sets of graphs into optimization problems over node 
partitions. This technique can be used to construct the principal partition of a 
graph from the PLP of the incidence function of the graph. 
Let fA( 0) be a real valued function over subsets of E(G) for a given graph 
G. Suppose we are required to minimize fA(.> over subsets of E(G) closed 
under the operation of forming circuits [N is closed iff no edge of E(G)- N 
has its endpoints in the same component of G. N]. This problem can be 
converted into an optimization problem over partitions as follows: With every 
subset X of edges of G we can associate a partition of V as follows. Consider 
the subgraph G, of G on the set of edges X and set of vertices V. The sets 
of vertices of the connected components of G, form a partition of V, which 
we denote by p(X). Conversely, with a partition fI of V we can associate 
the set of all edges whose endpoints lie in the same block of ll. We denote 
this subset by &I). 
We define a function PA : 9” + R by F,(fI) = fA(e(fI)>. We observe the 
following simple facts about these functions. We omit the routine proof 
LEMMA 7.3. Let G be a graph on the set of edges S and the set of vertices 
V. L.et II be a partition of V, and let X c S. 
(a) e(fI) is closed under formation of circuits of G. 
(b) If .T? is the set of all edges spanned by X (i.e. the closure of X under 
fornation of circuits), then p(X) = p(z). 
Cc> e( * > is a one-one mapping between the range of p(. ) and closed 
subsets of S, and p( * 1 is a one-one mapping between the closed subsets of S 
and the range of p( * ). 
(d) FA(p(eUI)N = fh(e(p(eW)) = f,(eUO) = cL#I). 
(e) PAC. > reaches its minimum over the range of p( . > 
Now if f, is such that fh<X> > f,<f> for all X G E(G), then f, reaches 
its minimum on a closed set 2. By Lemma 7.3, this minimum value is also a 
minimum of PA [being its value on p(2)]. 
Let us now evaluate PA when fA(X) = r(X)- hZS,Ep r(X f~ S,>, where 
r(a) is the rank function of the graph G, and PE is a part&on of E(G) such 
that the subgraphs G *Si, Si E PE, are clique subgraphs. 
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REMARK 7.4. It can be shown that minimizing f, (for A = i is equiva- 
lent to solving the minimum hybrid rank problem of Section 5. 
In general the function f’, being the difference of two submodular 
functions, is neither sub- nor supermodular. Minimizing such functions 
directly over subsets of E(G) is difficult. But we will now show that 
minimizing pA amounts to finding the PLP of an appropriate incidence 
function. 
Let si, i = 1,. . .) k, be blocks of Ile. 
Let Ei be the set of endpoints of edges in Si, i = 1,. . , k. 
For N c V(G), let I(N) be the number of sets E, with which N has 
nonvoid intersection. 
Let X be a closed subset of S, and let Xi,. . . , ;t be the subsets of edges 
corresponding to components of G .X. Clearly f,<X> = C:=,f,<x^,>. Let p(X) 
have blocks N,, . . . , N,, N,, i, . . . , N,., where N,, i, . . . , N, are isolated vertices. 
Now 
fA(T?j)=r(2j)-h c r(fpsJ 
s, E ne 
=(IN,l-I)-h( C INjnE,I-I), 
n z0 
where “n +0” indicates that the summation is over all pairs (Nj, Ei) that 
intersect. On p(X), 
= ,cl((I%I-l)-A C (INjnEiI-1)) 
n #0 




i,Ei,- i T(Nj) 
i=l j=l I 
= A k r(Nj)-; + 
j=l 
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(observe that on the right side of the above equation the second term is a 
constant for a fixed value of A). 
We thus see that the problem of minimizing fA over closed subsets of S 
reduces to minimizing I - l/A over 9”. If in the above evaluation we take 
G-S, to be a single edge graphs, then r(X)- h&-(X n Si) reduces to 
r(X)- AIXI. Minimization of the latter function is the principal partition 
problem, which thus is equivalent to constructing the PLP of the appropriate 
incidence function I’( * ). 
8. CONCLUSION 
In this paper we have introduced and studied the notion of principal 
lattice of partitions of a submodular function. We have presented efficient 
algorithms for constructing this lattice in general and more efficient ones for 
the case of the incidence function of a bipartite graph. The latter is relevant 
to electrical network analysis.. It seems reasonable to suppose, considering 
the parallel with the principal partition of a submodular function, that 
analogous questions can be raised in the present case also. This holds the 
promise of interesting research. 
The author is grateful to Sachin Patkar of the CSGE Department, 
IIT- Bombay, for suggestions regarding the evaluation of the complexity of 
Algorithm 1. 
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